How to work from home
With Kids

How to survive working
from home - with kids.
The spread of the coronavirus is forcing
working parents into telecommute
situations across the globe.
If you’re struggling to stay productive
while working from home, these tips
from full-time work-from-home moms
may help.

Workspace set up & general principles
Be honest with your employer
Capitalize on naptime
Take breaks with your kids
Plan for interruptions

Some parents don't have the option of a separate
space, but for those who do a designated spot to
spend your working day can help boost productivity
and focus.

To separate mentally from the rest
of the house, set up an office area.

Plus, it helps you disengage from your job if you
have a door to close. If you don't have an office, try
making a list of everything you're going to do the
next day, leave it in your workspace, and walk away.

Tips by age group-1
Babies

Wear that baby! To give yourself more “hands
free” time
Schedule calls in the evenings if it works for
you and your colleagues/clients.
Try writing in the early morning before the
baby wakes up.
Work in a cloud based platform you can access
from different devices.
Find tools, like dictation apps, that record your
voice as words. This lets you work and parent
at the same time.
Use nap times to focus on high priority
activities
Be honest with yourself and your time.
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Toddlers

Loosen up restrictions around TV/screen
time if needed!
Experiment with working in the early
mornings and evenings.
Be flexible
Experiment with working in the early
mornings and evenings.
Plan meetings and work that needs full
attention during nap-time
Take turns if there’s another adult in the
house by sharing schedules and focus
times.

Tips by age group-2
Pre/elementary- schoolers

Coordinate playdates with friends/neighbors
via Zoom or Facetime!
Start a movie they love just before an
important call.
Look for online games that reinforce learning
and are fun.
Give them a fun way to communicate with
you.
Set and enforce expectations, but make it fun
and visual. i.e “when mummy wears this
Tiara, she is talking to “INSERT FUN NAME”
and cannot be disturbed.”
Work together to create a fun to-do list for
them.
Coordinate playdates with friends/neighbors
via Zoom or Facetime!
Invest in craft supplies.
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Tweens (8-12)

Create a schedule they can follow.
Set daily goals for school work and reward
them!
Loosen up restrictions around TV/screen
time if needed!
Check in to see what they’re up to.
Co-ordinate your breaks with theirs, to catch
up with them.

Teenagers

Watch screentime to make sure it’s also
being used for school work.
Set clear limits on screen/gaming time.
Ask for the daily schedule.
Flex on bed time.
Make the most of those weekend-like
mornings.

50 ideas of indoor things
to do with kids
Bake something new each day.
Find a recipe, then your challenge is baking it
with the ingredients you have on hand.
Make an ice cream or smoothie.
Make your cooking show then watch it back.
Bake cookies or banana muffins.
Set up a cereal bar and let them mix them all
together to make their own breakfast each
morning.
Make pizzas.
Run kitchen experiments.
Write a story cooperatively.

Ideas by Standuply

Bubble bath with waterproof toy animals and
sponges.
Give the dogs a bath and brush.
Make paper boats and sail them in the tub.
Paint in the bathtub with a washable paint.
Play sink or float with objects in a clear bin of
water or in the bathoob.
Have each kid pick a topic they'd like to learn
about and spend 30 mins each day on that
topic
Use glow-sticks (or Glo Pals Light Up Water
Cubes) in the bathtub and turn out the lights.

50 ideas of indoor things
to do with kids
Let the kids play dress up in your clothes.
Blowing bubbles - grab a bottle of bubbles and paper towel for drips.
Run a day when you all together attempt things with your non-dominant hand,
from writing to brushing your teeth.
Pretend like the floor is hot lava and jump from couch cushion to couch cushion.
Try moving in super-slow motion. You can add a condition to do that when
someone says a specific word.
Save bubble wrap and let them pop it (you can join them as well).
Work from home station. Let kids to emulate parents working from home.
Challenge them to draw, paint, color or "work" on play laptops with one another
for the duration of a 30 minute call.
Learn old English words. Pepper them into your conversation with kids.
Write a book together. Each of you is in charge for one character, then combine
their adventures into one single story.
Learn origami. All you need is paper and instructions which can be found online.
Draw a picture and then come up with a story related to the picture. If you do
this several times, it could become a book.
Ideas by Standuply

50 ideas of indoor things
to do with kids
Buy paper plates and paints to make
paintings on a special "canvas".
Dot to dot books.
Draw on glass with window markers.
Let them draw animals. Provide them paper
and pencils/markers/crayons.
Let them draw maps of places and then
make directions from one place to another
to see if someone else could follow it.
Paint with petals.
Try sponge painting.
Visual Guess What Game.
Draw something (like a child) and let your
kids guess what's that, then change roles.
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Play a journalist. Interview your grandparents
and kids and save the audio/video.
Create a family tree.
Create a vision board with their dreams and
goals.
Make a list of things for which you are grateful
(or a gratitude tree).
Do a challenge: how many times can you...
(jumping jacks, spin around, etc.).
Start a family journal, this one has prompts to
get you started.
Puzzle races: put several puzzles (20+ piece
puzzles) in a paper bag and shake it up.
Get your family badges.

30 resources for online learning
Code Combat
Engineering Day
Fun based Learning
Historians 4SC
Physic Lab
CodeSparkAcademy
The Glowmedia Project
Stages Learning Materials
Learning Circuits
Maryland Historical Society
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3P Learning
Adaptive TR
Cohesion Education
Code Camp
EduCode Academy
Full Sail Labs
Twinkl
Zearn
BetterWolrdED
Bridge Ocean Science

AMAZE
Ocean School
Discovery K12
ActivED
MobyMax
Science Kids
Be a dinosaur
Blockly
Big Life journal
Rubin
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